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Fig. 1. VLOGGER is a novel framework to synthesize humans from audio. Given a single input image like the ones shown on the first column, and a sample audio input, our method generates photorealistic and temporally coherent videos of the person talking and vividly moving. As seen on the synthesized images in the right columns, we generate head motion, gaze, blinking, lip movement and unlike previous methods, upper-body and hand gestures, thus taking audio-driven synthesis one step further.

Abstract. We propose VLOGGER, a method for audio-driven human video generation from a single input image of a person, which builds on the success of recent generative diffusion models. Our method consists of 1) a stochastic human-to-3d-motion diffusion model, and 2) a novel diffusion-based architecture that augments text-to-image models with both spatial and temporal controls. This supports the generation of high quality video of variable length, easily controllable through high-level representations of human faces and bodies. In contrast to previous work,
our method does not require training for each person, does not rely on face detection and cropping, generates the complete image (not just the face or the lips), and considers a broad spectrum of scenarios (e.g. visible torso or diverse subject identities) that are critical to correctly synthesize humans who communicate. We also curate MENTOR, a new and diverse dataset with 3d pose and expression annotations, one order of magnitude larger than previous ones (800,000 identities) and with dynamic gestures, on which we train and ablate our main technical contributions.

VLOGGER outperforms state-of-the-art methods in three public benchmarks, considering image quality, identity preservation and temporal consistency while also generating upper-body gestures. We analyze the performance of VLOGGER with respect to multiple diversity metrics, showing that our architectural choices and the use of MENTOR benefit training a fair and unbiased model at scale. Finally we show applications in video editing and personalization.

1 Introduction

We present VLOGGER, a method to automatically generate a video of a talking and moving person, based on text or audio, and given only a single image of that person. Industries like content creation, entertainment, or gaming all have high demand for human synthesis. Yet, the creation of realistic videos of humans is still complex and ripe with artifacts. This requires significant manual intervention for realistic results. Full automation, however, would not only ease creative processes, but also enable entirely new use cases, such as enhanced online communication, education, or personalized virtual assistants, to name a few. The latter is especially relevant, given the recent success of chat agents [43, 50]. Research has shown that such solutions are not perceived as natural enough to develop empathy [103] and several authors [37] argue that anthropomorphism and behavioral realism (e.g. gaze, facial expressions, whole-body movements, etc.) are critical in creating a social presence and in eliciting empathetic responses from the user. Such features would result in the wide adoption of agents [46], in areas like customer service [1, 53], telemedicine [62], education [61], or human-robot interaction [58]. It is precisely automation and behavioral realism that what we aim for in this work: VLOGGER is a multi-modal interface to an embodied conversational agent [74], equipped with an audio and animated visual representation, featuring complex facial expressions and increasing level of body motion, designed to support natural conversations with a human user. VLOGGER can be used as a stand-alone solution for presentations, education, narration, low-bandwidth online communication, and as an interface for text-only HCI [3, 100].

In this paper, we additionally illustrate its potential in video editing tasks.

Multimodal, photorealistic human synthesis, is complex due to challenges like data acquisition, enacting facial expressions in a natural way, expression to audio synchronization, occlusion, or representing full-body movements — especially given a single input image. Many attempts focused exclusively on lip sync [54, 75, 82], by editing the mouth region of a driving video. Recently, [93, 95] relied on
extensive advances in face reenactment [9, 19, 29, 49, 69, 87, 96] to generate talking head videos from a single image by predicting face motion from audio. Temporal consistency is usually achieved with a per-frame image generation network by relying on a smooth guiding motion from face keypoints. However, this might cause blurriness and does not ensure temporal coherency in areas more distant from the face. Consequently, most methods require detecting and cropping the head, whenever a significant part of the body is visible. In this paper, we argue that communication is more than “just” audio combined with lip and face motion – humans communicate using their body via gestures, gaze, blinks, or pose. MODA [40] recently started exploring the animation of both face and body, however in limited scenarios, and without generalization to new identities. In contrast, we aim for a general, person agnostic synthesis solution, focusing on realism and diversity in motion, including both head and hand gestures. Our objective is to bridge the gap between recent video synthesis efforts [2, 6, 36, 64], which can generate dynamic videos with no control over identity or pose, and controllable image generation methods [9, 19, 59].

Towards that goal, we propose a two-step approach where first a generative diffusion-based network predicts body motion and facial expressions according to an input audio signal. This stochastic approach is necessary to model the nuanced (one-to-many) mapping between speech and pose, gaze, and expression. Second, we propose and ablate a novel architecture based on recent image diffusion models, which provides control in the temporal and spatial domains. By additionally relying on generative human priors, acquired during pre-training, we show how this combined architecture improves the capacity of image diffusion models, which often struggle to generate consistent human images (e.g. eyes).

VLOGGER consists of a base model followed by a super-resolution diffusion model to obtain high quality videos. We condition the video generation process on 2d controls that represent the full body, including facial expressions as in previous work, but also body and hands. To generate videos of arbitrary length, we follow a temporal outpainting approach to condition new video clips based on previous frames. Finally, the flexibility of VLOGGER enables editing particular parts of an input video, like lips or the face region.

For robustness and generalisation, we curate a large-scale dataset featuring a much larger diversity than previously available data, in terms of skin tone, body pose, viewpoint, speech and body visibility. In contrast to previous attempts, the dataset also contains videos with dynamic hand gestures, which are important in learning the complexity of human communication. VLOGGER outperforms previous work across different diversity metrics, and obtains state-of-the-art image quality and diversity results on the previous HDTF [97] and TalkingHead-IKH [79] datasets. Moreover, our method considers a larger range of scenarios than baselines, by generating high resolution video of head and upper-body motion, and by featuring considerably diverse facial expressions and gestures. Finally, in the experimental section we explore downstream applications, to demonstrate VLOGGER’s flexibility and capacity to adapt to different scenarios. For instance, VLOGGER can be used for video editing by inpaint-
Table 1. Key properties of VLOGGER compared to related work. Face Reenactment \([9,19,29,49,69,87,96]\) generally does not consider driving using audio or text. Works on audio-to-motion \([14,18,57,65,68,84,90]\) shares components by encoding audio into 3d face motion, however lack photorealism. Lip sync \([21,54]\) consider input videos of different subjects, but only model mouth motion. Given their generalisation capacity, SadTalker \([95]\) and Styletalk \([42]\) are the closest to us, but require cropped images of faces, lack body control, and cannot edit videos.

To summarize, the main contributions are: 1) VLOGGER is the first approach to generate talking and moving humans given speech inputs; (2) leveraging a diverse, curated dataset, called MENTOR, which is one order of magnitude larger than existing ones, for training and testing our models; (3) A large ablation study that validates the proposed methodology on controlled video generation, comparing against existing diffusion-based solutions and showing the benefits of the proposed 2d body controls; (4) VLOGGER outperforms previous SOTA in large quantitative comparisons on three public benchmarks; (5) Diversity analysis where VLOGGER shows low bias and outperforms baselines on different perceived human attributes; (6) Applications of VLOGGER to video editing and an analysis of its stochasticity.

2 Related Work

Audio-Driven Talking Face Generation. There has been a significant amount of work in talking face generation, which can be categorized according to the driving inputs, intermediate representations and output formats. We provide an overview and comparison against our work in Tab. 1. There exists a body of work in animation of 3D morphable faces \([14,18,57,65,68,84]\) or full body \([90]\) models based on audio segments. These efforts can generate diverse 3d talking heads in the form of temporally coherent pose and shape parameters of various statistical head or body models \([5,7,38,52,85]\). We consider a similar network to guide the generated motion but, in this paper, we instead aim to generate photorealistic talking humans with diversity in expression and head or body motion, that are coherent with an image of a target subject. We consider challenges such as temporal consistency, subject diversity, hair, gaze, and detail in output videos.

In the image domain, incipient works have focused on the task of mouth editing \([11,13,31,54,73,97]\), such as only predicting the lip motion, synchro-
nized with the input audio. Follow up works added extended features such as head motion, gaze and blinking [32, 41, 56, 67, 98, 102], using intermediate 2d, 3d landmarks or flow based representations. To increase the level of photorealism, a large number of works have extensively used discriminators as part of the losses [8, 9, 17, 55, 80, 92], and some recent methods proposed the use of diffusion models [65, 66, 93]. However, it is hard to ensure proper disentanglement between body, head motions, blinking, gaze and facial expressions when operating in the latent space of GANs [20, 34] or generic diffusion models. Our method does not need to employ custom perceptual, gaze, identity preserving or lip syncing losses. Body motion and gestures have not been considered because of the lack of data and the difficulty of generating coherent video. We curate a large-scale dataset and propose a complete pipeline towards this problem. VLOGGER can generate coherent face and upper-body motion with a variety of expressions, head and body motion, gaze, eye blinking and accurate lip movement. Moreover, we show that our method is more expressive and robust across different diversity axis.

**Face Reenactment.** Video-based talking face generation aims to transfer the motion of a source video to a target person, and has been widely explored in the past [9, 23, 28, 29, 49, 69, 81, 87, 96, 99, 101]. Most methods rely on an intermediate representation, such as sparse or dense landmarks, semantic masks, 3d dense representations or warped features. In the 3d domain, several works have taken advantage of NeRF [4, 44] based solutions [22, 39, 88, 89]. However, this requires a significant amount of frames of a target person talking, for retraining and animating them. This task is closely related to ours, and some previous works adapt these intermediate representations when considering audio as input. In our case, however, we aim to move forward from face-only videos and consider more diverse input samples, *e.g.* containing body and hair motion.

**Video Generation.** Also related to our work is the topic of video generation. This is a task that has been widely explored in the community, thus we only focus on the most related directions. With the success of text-to-image diffusion models [16], many works have also explored their extension to the video domain [2, 6, 24, 26, 35, 36, 64, 72, 83] but most are limited in number of seconds or resolution. Moreover, most previous works do not explicitly tackle humans despite the amount of data available. In our case, we extend current state-of-the-art image diffusion models to the temporal domain by adding spatio-temporal controls and propose an iterative outpainting procedure to generate videos of variable length. While concurrent works explore similar network architectures [2, 64] for more generic scenarios, our goal is to animate talking humans by parameterizing each frame with 1) dense renders of a posed 3D body model and 2) warped reference images. These controls make the generative process more stable as ablated in the experimental section.

### 3 Method

Our goal is to generate a photorealistic video $\mathbf{V}$ of variable length synthesizing a target human talking, with realistic head motion and gestures. Our framework,
which we call VLOGGER, is illustrated in Fig. 2. VLOGGER is a two-stage pipeline based on stochastic diffusion models to represent the one-to-many mapping from speech to video. The first network takes as input an audio waveform \( \mathbf{a} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_S} \) at sample rate \( S \) to generate intermediate body motion controls \( \mathbf{C} \), which are responsible for gaze, facial expressions and 3D pose over the target video length \( N \). The second network is a temporal image-to-image translation model that extends large image diffusion models, taking the predicted body controls to generate the corresponding frames. To condition the process to a particular identity, the network also takes a reference image of a person. We train VLOGGER on our newly introduced MENTOR dataset (§3.3). We describe both networks next.

### 3.1 Audio-Driven Motion Generation

**Architecture.** The first network of our pipeline \( M \) is designed to predict the driving motion based on an input speech. We also consider input text through a text-to-speech model to convert inputs to waveforms [70], and represent the resulting audio as standard Mel-Spectrograms. \( M \) is based on a transformer architecture [71] with four multi-head attention layers on the temporal dimension. We include positional encoding on the number of frames and diffusion step, and
an embedding MLP for the input audio and the diffusion step. At each frame, we use a causal mask to make the model attend only to previous frames. The model is trained using variable length videos to enable generation of very long sequences, as e.g. in the TalkingHead-1KH Dataset [79] (see §4).

We rely on the estimated parameters of a statistical and expressive 3D body model [33,51,63,85] to produce intermediate control representations for the synthesized video. These models consider both facial expressions and body motion, opening the door for human synthesis with more expressive and dynamic gestures. We task the motion generation network to predict face and body parameters $M(a_i) = \{\theta^e_i, \Delta \theta^b_i\}$ based on the input audio $a_i$ in frame $i$. In particular, the model generates expression $\theta^e_i$ and residuals over body pose $\theta^b_i$. By predicting displacements, i.e. $\Delta \theta^b_i$, we enable the model to take an input image with reference pose $\theta^b_{\text{ref}}$ for the target subject, and animate the person relatively with $\theta^b_i = \theta^b_{\text{ref}} + \Delta \theta^b_i$, for frames $1 \leq i \leq N$. The identity of the person in the geometric domain is modelled by the body shape code. During both training and testing, we use the estimated 3D shape parameters obtained by fitting the parametric body model to the input image. In order to leverage the 2D/3D predictions with CNN-based architectures, we pose the model using the predicted expression and pose parameters and rasterize the template vertex positions of the posed body as dense representations to obtain dense masks $\{C^d_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq N} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$. We also rasterize the semantic regions of the body, $\{C^m_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq N} \in \{0,1\}^{H \times W \times N_c}$, for $N_c$ different semantic classes.

Furthermore, previous face reenactment works often rely on warped images [19,76,95,99], yet these have been overlooked in diffusion-based architectures for human animation [10,30,78]. We propose bridging the gap between these two representations and use warped images to guide the generative process, which we notice facilitates the task of the network and helps preserve subject identity (See Tab. 3). We assign a pixel color to each body vertex that is visible in the reference image, and render the body in each new frame, obtaining partial warps $\{C^w_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq N} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times 3}$. For all renders, the rasterization process assumes a full-perspective camera, with a diagonal field-of-view inferred from either the training video, or the reference image. For illustrations, please see Fig. 2. We describe the temporal image diffusion model in the next section and in Sup. Mat. We also ablate the use of dense representations and warped images in the experimental section.

**Loss functions.** This model follows a diffusion framework which progressively adds Gaussian noise $\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)$ to ground-truth samples $x_0 = \{\{\theta^e_i, \Delta \theta^b_i\}\}_{1 \leq i \leq N}$, with a conditional audio input $a$. The goal is to model the motion distribution of real heads and bodies, $x_0 \sim q(x_0|a)$, by training a denoising network $\epsilon_\phi$ that predicts the added noise from the noisy input $x_t$, where $t$ is an arbitrary diffusion step. In our case, we obtained better performance by directly predicting the ground-truth distribution

$$L_{\text{diff}} = \mathbb{E}_{x_0,t,a,\epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1)} \left[ \|x_0 - \epsilon_\phi(x_t, t, a)\|_2^2 \right].$$

(1)
We also include an additional temporal loss to penalize prediction difference at consecutive frames, \( L_{\text{temp}} = \| \epsilon_\phi(x_t, t, a_i)_{i+1} - \epsilon_\phi(x_t, t, a_i)_{i} \|^2 \), for any given frame \( i \in N \), and train the full model using a linear combination of both losses, i.e. \( L_{\text{diff}} + \lambda_{\text{temp}} L_{\text{temp}} \). In practice, we use different temporal loss weights for expressions and body pose to ensure smoother motion for the head and hands while allowing larger dynamism for facial expressions.

### 3.2 Generating Photorealistic Talking and Moving Humans

**Architecture.** Our next goal is to animate an input image \( I_{\text{ref}} \) of a person, such that it follows the previously predicted body and face motion, which is represented with semantic, sparse and dense masks \( C \). Based on these image-based controls, we propose a temporally-aware extension of state-of-the-art diffusion models [60]. Inspired by ControlNet [94], we freeze the initial trained model and make a zero-initialized trainable copy of its encoding layers, which take the input temporal controls \( C \). We interleave 1d convolutional layers in the temporal domain, after the first layer of each downsampling block and before the second GroupNorm activation, as shown in Fig. 2. The network is trained by taking \( N \) consecutive frames and controls, and tasked to generate short clips of the reference person animated according to the input controls.

**Training.** We train our method on the MENTOR dataset, which consists of full-length videos of unique human subjects. Because, during training, the network takes a sequence of consecutive frames and an arbitrary reference image \( I_{\text{ref}} \) of the person, we theoretically can assign any video frame as reference. In practice, we sample the reference to be farther away (temporally) from the target clip, as closer examples trivialize the training and provide less generalization potential. The network is trained in two stages by first learning the new control layers [94] on single frames, and later training on videos by adding the temporal components. This enables using a large batch size in the first stage and learning the head reenactment task faster. We train the image models with learning rate \( 5e^{-5} \), for \( 400k \) steps with batch size 128 in both stages. We ablate the effect of this training schedule in Table 3 and more details about the training procedure are provided in Sup. Mat.

**Loss functions.** Similar to the previous section and the loss described in Eq. (1), we follow a diffusion process in which we add noise \( \epsilon^t \) to the ground-truth images \( I \). We base our work on a version of Imagen [60] trained on internal data sources, which predicts the added noise \( \epsilon^t \)

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{diff}}^t = \mathbb{E}_{x^t, t, C, \epsilon^t \sim N(0, 1)} \left[ \| \epsilon^t - \epsilon^t_\phi(x^t, t, C) \|_2^2 \right].
\]

**Super Resolution.** While the previous approach is resolution independent, we generate base videos at \( 128 \times 128 \) resolution, and use a cascaded diffusion approach to extend the temporal conditioning in two super-resolution variants for higher quality video at \( 256 \times 256 \) or \( 512 \times 512 \). The generated images are denoted as \( \{ G_i \}_{1 \leq i \leq N} \). High resolution examples are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4.
Temporal outpainting during inference. The proposed temporal diffusion model is trained to generate only a fixed number of frames $N$, so it is not obvious how to extend it to variable length videos. Most previous diffusion-based video generation methods are limited to short clips [27, 35, 83] or rely on smoothly generated intermediate token representations [72], but without guarantees of smooth changes in the pixel domain. Here, we explore the idea of temporal outpainting; we first generate $N$ frames, and then we iteratively outpaint $N' < N$ frames based on the previous $N - N'$. The amount of overlap between two consecutive clips, i.e. $N - N'$ is chosen as a trade-off between quality and running time. We use DDPM to generate each video clip, and show that such approach can scale to thousands of frames. For details, see the ablation in Tab. 2, where we validate the main design choices and show that our final network can generate realistic and temporally coherent videos of humans.

3.3 MENTOR Dataset

We curate the MENTOR Dataset from a large repository of internal videos that contain a single speaker, mostly facing the camera, from the torso up, communicating mostly in English. The videos contain 240 frames at 24 fps (10 seconds clips), with audio at 16 kHz.

With the goal of modelling full-body communicating humans, we estimate 3d body joints and hands and fit a statistical articulated 3D body model by minimizing the projection error and temporal difference between consecutive frames. We filter out videos where the background changes meaningfully, the face or body have been only partially detected or their estimations are jittery, where hands are completely undetected (e.g. in cases of humans grasping and manipulating objects), or the audio is of low quality. This process resulted in a training set of more than 8M seconds (2.2K hours) and 800K identities, and a test set of 120 hours and ~4K identities, making it the largest dataset used to date in terms of identities and length, at higher resolution. Moreover, the MENTOR dataset contains a wide diversity of subjects (e.g. skin tone, age), viewpoints or body visibility. Statistics and a broader comparison to existing datasets are provided in Sup. Mat. We aim to release the curated video ids, face fits and estimated body pose to the broader research community.

4 Experiments

Data and Training. We train VLOGGER on the MENTOR dataset as described in Sec. 3.3, at a base resolution of 128 × 128 and cascade resolutions at 256 × 256 and 512 × 512. Evaluation is performed on the test sets of the HDTF [97], TalkingHead-1KH [79] and MENTOR. We also ablate the performance of our method in different scenarios on the MENTOR dataset and report its performance against baselines across several diversity metrics, such as age, perceived gender, or skin tone.
Baselines. We compare against several state-of-the-art methods, i.e. [42, 76, 77, 95, 104]. Note that, unlike our method, all baselines require cropping the face region, as they can detect and animate only the head.

Metrics. We rely on a combination of metrics to evaluate image quality, lip sync, temporal consistency, and identity preservation of the generated videos. For image quality, the FID score [25] measures the distance between ground-truth and generated image distributions, while the Cumulative Probability of Blur Detection (CPBD) [47, 48] and Natural Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) [45] validate the quality of generated images. Following the literature in talking face generation, we next estimate face landmark coordinates and report the difference in mouth vertex position (LME) to measure lip sync quality. We also report the LSE-D [12] score. Similarly, we report the jitter (or jerk) error following [91] to measure the temporal smoothness in generated videos. We also provide the standard deviation of the expression parameters predicted from generated videos, to assess diversity in terms of expression and gaze, given that speech-to-video is not always a one-to-one mapping and it is important to generate a distribution of realistic videos. Regarding diversity of body and hand motion, VLOGGER is the first model to consider gestures, and we assess this qualitatively.

4.1 Ablation Study

We ablate our main design choices extensively in Tables 2 and 3. Tab. 2 summarizes the most representative metrics for the full method (last row) and each row represents the effect of changing one feature (e.g. not using a temporal loss when training the motion predictor). Tab. 3 validates the importance of the 2d controls used to generate videos. We discuss the results next.

Motion generation. In the upper-part of Tab. 2 we show the drop in temporal consistency when not using temporal loss or not predicting ∆ (See Sec 3.1). The network gains in smoothness and stability when predicting a residual over body motion, resulting in overall higher image quality. We also show the positive use of classifier-free guidance (discussed in Sup. Mat.) regarding LME and FID [25].

Video Generation. The lower-part of Tab. 2 ablates the design choices on the temporal video generation model. First, it validates the effectiveness of the proposed outpainting procedure, which not only supports variable-length video generation, but also ensures smoothness and low jitter. Our final model has an overlap of 50% between generated and given frames, and plateaus at larger values, but obtains a noticeable improvement with respect to a smaller overlap (25%), or no outpainting. The model also performs better with body pose control.

Effect of 2d controls in video generation. We finally ablate the importance of the different representations used to guide the video generation process in Tab. 3, by reenacting test set samples with their groundtruth motion and reporting image reconstruction metrics. We explore 2d landmarks, dense representations and our final proposed controls, which combine dense body representations and reference partial views warped from the reference input image. The latter eases the task of the network significantly and leads to the best results.
Table 2. Ablation study of the main design choices in VLOGGER evaluated on the MENTOR Dataset, where we report the most representative metrics to validate image quality through the FID [25] score, expressiveness and lip sync quality via landmark error (LME), and temporal consistency based on face vertex jitter. The first part shows that the temporal loss and classifier-free guidance lead to the best performance in image quality and LME (full model in last row for comparison). The second part summarizes improvements for design choices in the temporal diffusion model. The final pipeline benefits from taking body controls, and the proposed temporal outpainting (50% overlap in the full model) results in the best temporal consistency. We noticed the model plateaus with more overlap.

4.2 Quantitative Results

Talking Head Generation. Tab. 4 summarizes the performance of VLOGGER against previous state-of-the-art methods on the task of audio-driven video generation. We report results on the HDTF Dataset [97], a large scale dataset, but with a low number of identities (300) subjects and somewhat limited viewpoint variability, and on the TalkingHead-1KH Dataset [79]. Talking head generation is a challenging task with several desirable properties, assessed by different metrics. Noticeably, there is a trade-off between image quality, diversity
Table 4. Quantitative evaluation on the HDTF and TalkingHead-1KH Datasets. We measure the capacity of our model to generate realistic talking heads in multiple metrics. VLOGGER achieves the highest visual quality with highest identity preservation summarized in several metrics, while obtaining expression diversity and temporal consistency close to the groundtruth videos. Regarding lip sync quality, all methods obtain comparable scores. To demonstrate the diversity generated by VLOGGER, we also report the improvement in performance when generating 3, 5 or 8 videos (Except for FID which measures a similarity within an image distribution). Results are consistent for all metrics on both datasets.

and identity preservation. VLOGGER comes close to the amount of expression diversity present in real videos while achieving the highest image quality and identity preservation, with second lowest motion jitter after StyleTalk [42], which introduces very little face motion (see Fig. 4). The temporal consistency validates the contribution of our temporal layer and the outpainting procedure, while still leveraging the high-quality image generation capabilities of state-of-the-art diffusion models. All methods obtain comparable Lip Sync scores, and results are consistent for all metrics on both datasets evaluated. We also evaluate our method with different number of samples produced (3, 5 or 8) by selecting the best performing video per subject, leading to significantly improved performance with growing number of samples. These support the generative properties of VLOGGER, showing its capacity to generate different samples per subject. Also, note that these consider images of faces only, while our goal is to model visible body parts including hands. While no baselines consider body or gestures, we ablate our design choices in this regard in Tables 2 and 3.

In Fig. 3, we showcase our fairness and generalization capabilities (in part due to the scale and diversity of our training set), by running comparisons to
Our model and closest competitors across different perceived attributes, such as skin tone, gender and age, on the test set of the MENTOR dataset. Our model leverages priors from large pre-trained diffusion models and our proposed large-scale dataset. Thus, in contrast to other methods, it manages to perform consistently across all categories, showing little to no bias. We also show in a that our model is capable of animating humans in images at a wide range of viewpoints, instead of cropping tight bounding boxes around the face.

4.3 Qualitative Results

We show qualitative results in Fig. 4 against the most recent and high-performing baselines on images in-the-wild. Most previous works have limited generative capacity, which makes it difficult to generate parts occluded in the reference image (e.g. if the teeth were obscuring the mouth interior, they will persist across the generated video). In contrast, our model is able to generate more diverse expressions and correctly inpaint occluded regions of moving heads.

Sample diversity. Since VLOGGER is stochastic, we can generate multiple motions and videos given the same input audio/text, as illustrated in Fig. 5. From the first row, it can be seen that while the background is almost static, the face, hair, gaze and body motion feature an increasing amount of change as the video temporally unfolds.

Video Editing. Similarly, our diffusion approach exhibits capabilities in video editing. Fig. 6 shows editing examples given an input video (top row) by closing the mouth (second row), eyes (third row) or keeping the subject’s eyes open, e.g. not blinking (third row), in a temporally coherent manner. In this case, we automatically generate an inpainting mask based on the body coordinates that project differently than in the groundtruth image, after editing their face.
Fig. 4. **Qualitative comparison** showing input images (left) and generated frames. Baselines typically maintain the expression along the whole sequence, and require cropping the head \([42, 77, 95]\). In contrast, VLOGGER generates changes in the visible areas when considering faces (third row) but also visible upper-body (fifth row). This figure shows animated faces, but examples with gestures are shown in Fig. 1 and Sup. Mat.

Fig. 5. **Showcasing model diversity.** VLOGGER is stochastic and can generate a variety of videos for the same subject. Given the subject images and an input speech, columns 2-5 show the deviation in pixel color after 1-4 seconds respectively, obtained from 24 generated videos. After only one second (second col.) the model already shows great diversity in hand pose and facial expressions, with all videos of good visual quality.
Fig. 6. Video editing results. Given an input video (first row), we define new face expressions to change the mouth (second row), eyes (third row) or keep eyes open during the whole video (fourth row). The temporal inpainting mask is defined from the changing parts of the body automatically. Best seen in Sup. Mat.

Fig. 7. Qualitative results on model personalization. Finetuning our model [59] on a single video of a user supports more veridical synthesis over a wide range of expressions.

expression, and use this temporal mask to re-generate the pixels according to the new target controls. This process is independent of the length of the video, distance to camera, or subject identity, and we hope these results can lead to novel applications on creative video editing. See videos in Sup. Mat.

Personalization. Personalization in the context of diffusion models has been extensively explored recently for subject-driven generation [59]. In our case, VLOGGER only takes a monocular input image as source for synthesis, and while it can produce a plausible synthesis, it has no access to occluded parts and
the resulting video may not be veridical at a fine grain analysis of that person. In Fig. 7, we show that by fine-tuning our diffusion model with more data, on a monocular video of a subject, VLOGGER can learn to capture the identity better, e.g. when the reference image displays the eyes as closed.

5 Conclusion

We have presented VLOGGER, a methodology for human video synthesis, including both face and body, from a single input image, conditioned by audio or text. VLOGGER is built as a temporal extension of control-based diffusion models, with underlying scaffolding based on 3d human head and body pose representations, which generates high quality animations of variable length. We introduce a diverse and large scale dataset (one order of magnitude larger than previous ones), and validate the performance of VLOGGER on this and multiple other repositories, showing that it outperforms previous state-of-the-art on the task of talking face generation, and that our approach is more robust on different diversity axes. Sup. Mat. discusses limitations and societal impact.
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